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in L.A., while Kim Kardashian,
Jennifer Aniston and Michelle
Obama are said to be fans.
Signature moves such as lunges,
push-ups and planks have been
tweaked and given appealing
names such as the 'mermaid',
the 'bear', the 'mega catfish' and
the 'sexy back', which sound
cutesy but are rock-hard. They
say that sessions can burn up to
800 calories and target as many
as 609 muscles and MAN, did it
feel like it.
Who's it for? People already
familiar with a reformer machine.
Insider tip: Slip in a little
early if you can, and ask the
instructor for a quick one-toone tour of the machine. Classes
tend to get packed.
Where? There are now 300
Megaformer studios worldwide,
but there's currently only one
place to try it out in the UK: Studio
Lagree in Moorgate, London.

Hot new
fitness
trends

Feeling uninspired
with your work-out? We
tried out some exciting
new fitness trends.

Neon night runs

The Yoga & HIIT
hybrid
I recently showed up to
something called 'Sculpt' at
my local yoga class, lay down
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on my mat and started to deepbreathe, and was asked to go
and get some weights. Huh?
I'd accidentally wandered into
the hottest new hybrid on the
fitness circuit. I got a lot more
than I'd bargained for.

For the next hour we merged
fast-flowing vinyasas with
squats, burpees, boxing with
weights and tag-team press-ups
with the person next to us, all
to bouncy music such as The
Notorious B.I.G.
The truth? I could barely
walk home, but I felt more
toned already and like I'd given
a bona-fide 100%.
Who's it for: Those who leave
power yoga feeling they could
have given more.
Insider tip: Stretch and down
a protein shake afterward,
otherwise you'll be doing the
wincing-crab walk the next day.
Where? You can do the yoga/
HIIT hybrid, Sculpt, at Kula

Studio in Clapham, London.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,
or you can Google 'yoga HIIT
hybrid' for online classes.

Superhero's
reformer pilates

Words: Catherine Gray

I

t's back-to-gym season. If your summer has been like ours,
it's consisted of all-you-can-eat-breakfast feasts, a few lazy
laps of the pool, and way too many late nights.
How do we feel about springing back into the gym? Ummm.
There's a YouTube that's gone viral lately, which basically sums
it up. Google 'lazy labrador really doesn't want to get out of bed'.
We're not buzzing to go back. Maybe the answer is finding a
fresh new work-out? We tried out the latest fitness trends poised
to become huge this autumn, and found that they put a new zing
in our trainer-clad step.

We like how the new kid on
the pilates block sounds like a
superhero. Enter Megaformer
Pilates! Sounds like it needs
a cape and a mask, right? It's
like Reformer Pilates, but on a
pimped-up new carriage with
more handles and cut-outs for
you to use to push your body to
the absolute max. It's a huge hit

The number of UK nightclubs
has halved in the past decade.
True fact. So, it seems we're
seeking out other ways to get
our post-work kicks. Hello night
runs. There's something about
running at twilight wearing
glow-in-the-dark make-up
that feels more free, more
rebellious and more tribe-like.
Run organisers have tapped
into that by rolling out a bevy
of runs that feel more like raves.
There's the 5km Electric Run,
set in various UK locations,
which features glow-stick
glasses, neon-clad trees and
fluorescent make-up. Then
there's the kid-friendly and
more casual Glow in the Park,

"We like how
the new kid on
the pilates block
sounds like a
superhero "
across venues from Cleethorpes
to South Wales, which will have
you running through neonstrobed tunnels, and playing
in the paint-blast zone (with
UV paint, obvs), winding up the
night with a big neon party. We
love it.
Who's it for? People who run
races more for the laughs than
a personal-best time.
Insider tip: Bring a change
of clothes and wet wipes if you
want a less conspicuous journey
home. Otherwise, glow on!
Where? Up and down the UK.
See the websites below.
See www.kulawellbeing.co.uk for yoga/HIIT hybrids.
Visit www.studiolagreeuk.com for Megaformer Pilates.
For night-time runs, go to www.electricrun.com and
www.glowinthepark.co.uk.
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